
We deliver solutions straight 
from our 50,000 tons  
of stock.
Summary of EHG services. 



EHG Digital

Save time with the EHG Webshop. 
24 hours a day.
Simply said, you have more time for other 
important things! 
Not only is it easy and fast to choose in the 
EHG Webshop the products you want includ-
ing EHG additional processing; but you can 
also calculate your requirements immediate-
ly based on your individual up to date prices. 
This provides you with a quick summary 
of dimensions, prices, additional process-

ing, and availability so that you can provide 
prompt information to your customers and 
order online immediately if required. 
 
Our integrated online shop makes it easy to 
order immediately. Take advantage of these 
benefits and increase the efficiency of your 
often time consuming everyday tasks.

» EHG Outsourcing

THE bEnEfiTS:

_ immediate overview of over 20,000  
articles and 150 various grades.

_ individual up-to-date purchase prices for 
registered users.

_ Simple, quick search for articles, 24 hours 
a day and seven days a week.

_ The latest information about availability, 
lengths, machining and delivery deadlines.

_ The EHG Webshop enables you to individu-
ally calculate the latest purchase prices 
including processing costs. 

_ Direct ordering of the calculation in the 
EHG Online Shop.

_ Own search/download of inspection  
certificates.

_ flexible setting of delivery deadlines 
ensures supply according to needs.

Register today and benefit from your indi-
vidual purchase prices: www.ehg-steel.com

Your warehouse without the floorspace.
EHG Complete.
EHG Complete is synonymous with complete outsourcing of your material supply manage-
ment: EHG takes care of the warehousing and processing of customer-specific material as 
well as the entire warehouse and distribution logistics.

Cost-effective
With EHG Complete you have the freedom 
to use your floorspace more productively for 
valuable activities.

Efficient
The complete connection of your ERP 
system to the EHG infrastructure enables 
fully automated order transactions. The 
optimised procurement process reduces your 
administrative workload and order errors.

Secure
A minimum stock level defined by you 
ensures a continuous material supply. 
All parts are finished at the warehouse in 
accordance with your requirements. You save 
time, and the material is where it needs to be 
in record time.

We would be happy to provide you with more 
information on EHG Complete in a personal 
consultation.



We supply steel and metal.
And we deliver solutions.

» EHG Sales Areas

Locations with excellent potential. The EHG 
Group has ten locations in Austria, Germa-
ny, Switzerland and Romania as well as an 
additional sawing center located in Goep-
pingen, near Stuttgart (Germany).  

These locations help us to be close to our 
customers and strengthens our perform-
ance as well as flexibility. We have the 
capacity to meet tomorrow’s needs today.

EHG is the leading steel and metal trading 
company in the German-speaking  
countries. 
As a full-service provider with 50,000 tonnes 
and over 20,000 articles available in over 
150 quality grades, we offer one of the best-
sorted stockholdings in Central Europe.

EHG customers benefit on a daily basis from 
our rapid, reliable and highly flexible servic-
es. Genuine competitive advantages are also 
provided by high-precision machining in our 
state-of-the-art sawing and cutting centres 
and thanks to our sophisticated  
EHG distribution system.

E-business with the EHG Webshop.
The EHG Webshop achieves greater efficien-
cy in material procurement while reducing 
costs and complexity. Quality assurance via 
ISO certification provides additional assur-
ance for EHG customers.

THE EHG GROUP:

_ 10 locations in Germany, Austria, 
Switzerland and Romania

_ Around 400 employees

_ 50,000 tonnes of steel and  
metal constantly in stock

_ 20,000 articles

_ More than 150 different grades

_ 35 own lorries

Delivery with own EHG vehicle fleet:

_ Vorarlberg, Tirol,
  Upper Austria
_ Southern Germany
_ Eastern Switzerland
_ South Tyrol

Delivery by carriers:

_Eastern Austria

_ Switzerland

_ CEE 

 EHG Head office

 EHG Locations

 EHG Sawing center



» Our Stock 

50,000 tons, over 120,000 articles, in over 150 different grades. 
And increasing.

Bright steel Round bar/flat bar/square bar/hexagon bar/angle

S235JRC+C/SH S355J2C+C/SH/SL C15+C C35+C/SH/SL C45+C/SH/SL
CF53+SH C60+SH
11SMn30/37+C/SH 11SMnPb30/37+C/SH 35S20+C/SH 46S20+C/SH
16MnC5S5+A+C/SH 16MnCrS5Pb+A+C/SH 15NiCr13+A+C/SH ETG88 ETG100
42CrMoS4+QT+C/SH 34CrNiMo6+QT+SH 34CrAlNi7+QT/SH 100Cr6+AC+C/SH

 High-grade steel  Round bar|flat bar|square bar|angle|channel|tee section

S355J2+AR S355J2+N C15E C45E C45E+N
C60E 16/20MnCrS5 18CrNiMo7-6+FP 17CrNi6-6
18CrNi8+A 15NiCr13+A 25CrMo4+QT 42CrMo(S)4+QT
34CrNiMo6+QT 30CrNiMo8+QT 51CrV4+QT
31CrMoV9+QT 34CrAlNi7+QT 100Cr6+AC

Tool steel Round bar|flat bar|square bar

Silver steel (1.2210)
1.2312 1.2343 1.2363 1.2379 1.2436
1.2714 1.2826 1.2842

Continuous cast bars Round bar|flat bar|square bar

EN-GJL-250 EN-GJS-400-15U EN-GJS-500-7U EN-GJS-600-3U

Stainless Round bar|flat bar|square bar|hexagon bar|angle|channel|tee section|tube|sheet and plate

1.4301 1.4016 1.4310 1.4305

1.4435 1.4404 1.4571 1.4828 1.4112

1.4034 1.4057 1.4122 1.4104

1.4841 1.4313 1.4404 1.4021

Non-ferrous metals Round bar|flat bar|square bar|hexagon bar|angle|channel|tee section|Z-section|sections|tube|sheet and plate

Aluminum Sheet, strip in coil Anodised grade Stucco coils and sheet Tread plate
"lead free" bar Anodised/coated sheet, 

plate and section
Quintet/duet

Aluminum plate  
custom cuts 

Plancast (cast plate, 
finish-milled)

Slabs

Copper E-Cu, SF-Cu Flat copper Tombak CuZn15
Brass Ms58, Ms63 Hot-working brass Handrail sections

Bronze Bearing bronze Tin bronze Aluminum bronze CuSn6 plate 
and sheet

Tinsmith range  
Uginox/titanium zinc

Commercial Steel  Round bar|flat bar|square bar|angle|channel|tee section|Z-section|beams|tube|sheet and plate

Bar steel S235
STEEL beams S235 S355
STEEL round tubes Welded Seamless S235 S355
STEEL hollow sections Hot-worked Cold-worked S235 S275 S355
STEEL channel|WK section S235
STEEL plates and sheets S235 DD11 S355J2+N S355MC

S460MC S700MC
Hardox 450 Corten
DC01 DC04 DX51D+Z275N DC01 25/25 AP

Articles not on stock or special items can be obtained reliably and at short notice.
for our complete product range, please refer to the EHG Webshop at our website www.ehg-steel.com



» Additional processing

Long products / tubes / hollow sections Flat products

Sawing
6 to 860 mm dia. round bar
Flat 10 x 3 mm to 1000 x 800 mm
Square bar/tubes 8 x 8 mm to 800 x 800 mm

Mitre cuts
Deburring
Tube laser cutting
Vibratory (barrel) finishing (Trowalising)
Shotblasting and conservation
Washing
Centring
Bending

Panel saw cuttings
Flame cutting
Plasma cutting
Laser cutting
Cutting longitudinally and transversely
Edging
Stress relieving
Fine levelling, levelling
Drilling, milling, rough machining
Surface treatments

Quality assurance (optional)

Mobile spectral analysis, ultrasonic testing, re-stamping

We deliver what you need.

Additional processing at EHG: Higher quality 
thanks to cutting-edge technology.

» Logistics

With regards to logistics, we let the numbers 
speak for themselves. The EHG fleet of 35 
trucks delivers 700 tons of material to their 
destinations, everyday, on time and reliably.
Our customers benefit from the highest 
delivery standards.

Even when the deadlines are very tight, 
there's no danger of you having to stop – we 
keep you reliably supplied with steel and 
metals.

For the EHG delivery plan, please refer to:  
www.ehg-steel.com/logistics

Additional processing at the highest level is a core competence of EHG. With the know-how of 
our experienced staff, we can meet customer`s requirements accurately and reliably.  
Over four million saw cuts per annum are clear proof of satisfied customers.

TECHniCAL EqUiPMEnT

_30 highly modern crane systems

_8 fully automated high-bay warehouses

_60 automatic band and circular saws

_1 aluminum-panel saw

_3 steel-panel saws

_2 fully automated sawing centers

_2 tube laser systems

_5 automatic bending machines

_5 bar cutting machines

_5 mesh cutting and  
 bending systems

_1  fully automated blasting  
and conservation system

_1 automatic washing system

_1 belt shot blaster machine

_1 Trowaliser/barrel finishing system

Aluminum 
and 

Steel plate  
custom cuts

700 TOnS On 35 TRUCkS – EvERY DAY: 
_ Sophisticated sales organisation
_ Our own fleet of 35 EHG trucks
_ fixed delivery route times
_ Extra deliveries as required
_ Deadlines to suit individual customers
_ Reliable and on time
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EHG.
Strength as a group.
AUSTRIA

EHG Stahlzentrum GmbH & Co OG
Wallenmahd 54 | 6850 Dornbirn | Austria
T +43 5572 391-0 | dornbirn@ehg-stahl.com

EHG offi ce in Vienna
Leopold-Boehm-Strasse 10 | Level D, Top D49-D51 | 1030 Vienna | Austria
T +43 1 203 31 51-2640 | wien@ehg-stahl.com
EHG offi ce in Kirchham
Nr. 33 a | 4656 Kirchham | Austria
T +43 7619 27 0 75-2620 | kirchham@ehg-stahl.com

GERMANY

EHG Stahl.Metall Baienfurt GmbH
Eisenbahnstrasse 6 | 88255 Baienfurt | Germany
T +49 751 88 87-0 | baienfurt@ehg-stahl.com

EHG Stahl.Metall Odelzhausen GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Strasse 20 | 85235 Odelzhausen | Germany
T +49 8134 55 77-0 | odelzhausen@ehg-stahl.com

EHG offi ce in Cadolzburg
Sky Center | Schwadermuehlstrasse 3 | 90556 Cadolzburg | Germany
T +49 9103 71 90 800 | cadolzburg@ehg-stahl.com

EHG Stahl.Metall Heubach GmbH
Benzstrasse 13 | 73540 Heubach | Germany
T +49 7173 710-9200 | heubach@ehg-stahl.com

EHG Stahl.Metall Bad Oeynhausen GmbH
Mindener Strasse 14 | 32547 Bad Oeynhausen | Germany
T +49 57 31 18 00-0 | badoeynhausen@ehg-stahl.com

SWITZERLAND

EHG Stahl.Metall Altstätten AG
Unterfeldstraße 8 | 9450 Altstaetten (SG) | Switzerland
T +41 71 757 38 00 | altstaetten@ehg-stahl.com

ROMANIA

EHG Steel.Metal SRL
Str. Delea Veche Nr. 24 | Corp A, Et. 6, Modul M2 | 024102, Sector 2 – Bucharest | Romania
T +40 372 652 976 | bucharest@ehg-steel.com

EHG webshop:
www.ehg-steel.com


